Abstract
Introduction
Liquid propellant rocket engines (LPRE) are the heart of space vehicles and space transporting systems [1] . To ensure that design requirements are fulfilled, a rocket engine should be tested on a ground-testing bed after production. The ground-testing bed is used to examine and test the controls and the other processes of the rocket engine. For example, the Space Shuttle main engine (SSME) is periodically tested by firing it on the ground using a testing bed located at the NASA Stennis Space Center. The testing bed provides a structure strong enough to hold a rocket engine in place as it is fired. It also serves as a fuel feed system that provides fuel and oxidizer to the engine. Typically, the fuel is liquid hydrogen and the oxidizer is liquid oxygen. If there are any faults on the testing bed during groundtesting process, the testing bed improperly provides fuel and oxidizer for the rocket engine, making the rocket engine work abnormally. The rocket engine could even end up destroyed. Therefore, detecting anomalies in the ground-testing bed to decrease the bad effects on the rocket engine as caused by the faults is very important [2] .
To detect anomalies and diagnose faults in the ground-testing bed, researchers have been focusing on finding a fault-detecting-and-diagnosis method since 2000. Temple proposes a testability analysis methodology that improves efficiency in terms of maintainability and availability of a system. A rocket engine testing bed is modeled and existing testing bed sensors are utilized as baseline for testability analysis [3] . Researchers at the NASA Ames Research Center explore a particular data-driven approach, based on normal detection algorithms from the machine learning community [4] . In 2005, researchers from the Harbin Institute of Technology concentrated on the study of the health monitoring system of an LPRE ground-testing bed [2] . Ning Zhu proposes a fault diagnosis approach based on a selforganizing map (SOM) to solve the fault diagnosis problem of an LPRE ground-testing bed [5] . This method is suitable for the diagnosis of the deterministic faults, which have been established the mechanism model or can generate enough reliable fault data. Simulation results show that SOM is a reliable and effective method for fault diagnosis and has good visualization property. However, the input data dimension for SOM is very large, making the training time of SOM very long. Moreover, some input data have little contribution to the fault diagnosis. Thus, extracting the main fault feature from the large input data to reduce input data dimension and to eliminate the bad influence of noise data is very necessary.
In this paper, the fault diagnosis method based on principal component analysis (PCA) and SOM is proposed. PCA is used to reduce data size and extract the fault feature from the sensor data. SOM is used to identify the fault type. Two types of ground-testing bed-simulated fault data are used to verify the proposed method. One type of fault data is generated by the mechanism model of the ground-testing bed. The other type of data is generated according to an expert's experience and the statistical model of the fault mode. SOM and PCA-SOM, in the aspect of fault diagnosis of ground-testing bed, are compared. Fault diagnosis reliability and fault diagnosis efficiency (time consumption property) are also studied. The comparison of PCA-SOM performance with a large sample and with a small sample is also studied. Finally, one group of fault data from an LPRE ground-testing bed is used to test the PCA-SOM method.
Principle of Fault Diagnosis witt SOM
SOM, developed by Kohonen [6] , is a special kind of artificial neural network that is based on competitive learning, where output neurons of the network compete among themselves. The purpose of SOM training is to compute optimal clustering of a collection of patterns in n  . In SOM, neurons are typically arranged in a two-dimensional lattice called the feature map, as shown in Figure. and from other neurons in the map. During the learning process, the network performs clustering and the neurons are moved in the lattice to reflect cluster similarity through distances in the map. Each element in the SOM map is associated with one real vector (in n  ) that can be considered a prototype of the patterns in the cluster. For further details on SOM, we refer to [7, 8, 9] .
In the fault diagnosis of an LPRE ground-testing bed, SOM projects multidimensional ground-testing bed data into a two-dimensional map. A visualization of a SOM is used to cluster ground-testing bed data. The output map of the SOM is divided into several regions. Each region is represented by one fault mode. The fault mode of the testing data is determined according to the region where the labels belong to [5] .
The steps of fault diagnosis using SOM are as follows:
(1) Training samples for every fault mode are selected and normalized.
(2) The structure of the SOM is determined and trained using all training samples. Fault mode names are then labeled on their respective winning neurons. The output map is then divided into several regions. Each region is represented by one fault mode. 
Principle of Fault Diagnosis witt PCA-SOM
PCA is a multivariable analysis method, which is also called matrix data analysis. Using variable transformation, correlated variables are changed into new uncorrelated variables, which are useful in data analysis. Thus, PCA is widely used in multi-dimensional analysis. The general method of PCA is described in References 10 and 11. PCA is now widely used for lowering redundancy and for realizing reduction of data to enhance analysis efficiency. The method also reduces the dimensionality of high-variable space with minimal information loss [12, 13] .
The dimension reduction process of PCA not only reduces data size, but also reduces noise influence. After this process, the SOM is trained. The output map with labels, which is called the U-matrix, is divided into several regions, with each region representing one fault. Finally, fault type is determined using variable U-matrix and load factor. A visualization of fault status identification and fault variable orientation is implemented. A schematic of PCA-SOM for fault diagnosis is shown in Figure. The steps of fault diagnosis using PCA-SOM are as follows:
First, fault samples are normalized. Training samples for every fault mode are selected and normalized.
Second, using PCA, dimension is reduced and noise is eliminated. PCA is then applied to the training samples, and selects the first m PCs as the new input data by calculating the contribution rate of each PC.
Third, using SOM, clustering follows. The structure of the SOM is determined and trained using new training samples composed of the first m PCs. The labeled U-Matrix is then generated by labeling the fault mode names on their respective winning neurons. The output map is divided into several regions according to the labeled U-Matrix, with each region represented by one fault mode. The testing data are then mapped onto the testing data on the trained SOM. Corresponding winning neurons are labeled. The fault mode of the testing data is determined according to the region where their labels belong to.
Finally, the fault variable is removed. The fault variable is determined by analyzing the relationship between fault and PC using a variable U-matrix and by calculating the load factor of each variable to every PC.
Experiment and Results
To verify the proposed method, a comparison experiment for fault diagnosis reliability and fault diagnosis efficiency of SOM and PCA-SOM is conducted. A comparison experiment of PCA-SOM performance under a large sample and a small sample is also done. Two types of ground-testing-bed-simulated fault data are used. One type of fault data is generated by the mechanism model of the ground -testing bed. The other type of data is generated according to an expert's experience and the statistical model of the fault mode. Meanwhile, one group of fault data from an LPRE ground-testing bed is used to test the PCA-SOM method.
Experiment and results, with fault data generated by the mechanism model
Researchers from the Beijing Institute of Aerospace Testing Technology [14, 15] have established the mechanism model for four fault modes of the XX1 ground-testing bed. The fault simulation architecture of the XX1 ground-testing bed liquid hydrogen system is shown in Figure 3 . 4.1.1. Fault diagnosis with PCA-SOM ： According to the training and the testing procedures of PCA-SOM described in Section 3, 100 groups of simulation data are used to train PCA-SOM; the other 50 groups are used for testing. Table 2 shows the contribution rate of the principal components of the five fault types. For the five fault types, the cumulative contribution rate of the first two PCs are all greater than 0.95. Thus, the new training samples are composed of the first two PCs. Figures 4 and 5 show the labeled U-matrix map and the fault area map of the training samples, respectively. Figure 5 illustrates that the output map of the SOM is divided into five regions, with each region representing one type of fault. Figure 6 shows the output map with labels of the testing samples. It indicates that some F2 samples are determined falsely as Nor. Table 3 shows the detailed fault diagnosis result of the testing samples with PCA-SOM, which indicates that the identification ratio for all fault modes is very high. 
Fault diagnosis with SOM:
A detailed training and testing procedure of SOM is described in Reference 5 and Section 2. Figure 7 represents the labeled U-matrix map of training samples. Figure 8 shows the fault area map of training samples. Comparing Figures 5  and 8 , the fault region determined by PCA-SOM and SOM is different. Figure 9 presents the Copyright ⓒ 2014 SERSC Table 4 shows a detailed fault diagnosis result of the testing samples with SOM, which indicates that the identification ratio is lower than that of the PCA-SOM. Table 5 shows the detailed results of the comparison between PCA-SOM and SOM, including identification ratio and time consumed. Both fault diagnosis reliability and fault diagnosis efficiency of PCA-SOM are better than those of SOM. Through PCA, data dimensions of the input data are reduced, so the training time of PCA-SOM is less than that of SOM. Meanwhile, noise in the input data is eliminated, so the identification ratio of PCA-SOM is higher than that of SOM. 
Figure 9. Output map with labels of the testing samples (SOM)

Comparison results of PCA-SOM and SOM:
Experiment and results, with fault data generated by statistical model
This part describes the comparison results between PCA-SOM performance under a large sample and a small sample using fault data generated by statistical model. For the fault mode, which has not established the mechanism model, the fault data can be generated according to the fault mode analysis results and the statistical model. Figure 10 shows the fault data generation software of the statistical model. Fifteen fault modes of the liquid oxygen system are studied. Table 6 shows details of fault simulation data of the liquid oxygen system. There are five parameters for every testing data, namely, pressure of oxygen-reducing valve (Pejy), pressure of oxygen tank (Pxy), pressure of oxygen pipeline (PGy), pressure of oxygen pump (Pohy), and flow of oxygen pipeline (Gy). A total of 200 groups of fault data are generated by this model.
Fault diagnosis of PCA-SOM with large samples:
For the large sample testing process, 120 groups of data are used to train the PCA-SOM; the other 80 groups of data are used for testing. Figure 11 is the labeled U-matrix map of training samples. Figure 12 shows the fault area map of the training samples. Figure 12 also indicates that the output map of the SOM is divided into 17 regions, except for F14, which is divided into 2 regions, with each region representing one type of fault. Figure 13 presents the output map with labels of the testing samples using PCA-SOM. It indicates that some Nor samples are determined falsely as F12. Tables 7 and 8 show a detailed fault diagnosis result of the testing samples for PCA-SOM with large samples, which indicates that the identification ratio for all fault modes is very high. 
Fault diagnosis of PCA-SOM with small samples:
For the small sample testing process, 20 groups of data are used to train the PCA-SOM; the other 180 groups of data are used for testing. Figure 14 presents a labeled U-matrix map of training samples. Figure 15 shows the fault area map of the training samples. Figure 15 also shows that the output map of the SOM is divided into 16 regions, with each region representing one type of fault. Figure 16 represents the output map with labels of the testing samples using PCA-SOM. It indicates that some Nor samples are determined falsely as F12 and F14, some F11 samples are determined falsely as F8, some F13 samples are determined falsely as F14 and F12, and some F10 samples are determined falsely as F9. Tables 9 and 10 Under large training samples, PCA-SOM has a very high identification ratio. The identification ratio decreases apparently when the training samples decrease. Therefore, PCA-SOM is suitable for the fault mode that can acquire large training samples.
Experiment and results with real fault data of XX1 LPRE ground-testing bed
To verify the PCA-SOM method, one group of real fault data of XX1 LPRE ground-testing bed is used to test the performance. In this ground-testing process, a filter partially blocked fault above the oxygen tank occurs, resulting in the supercharging pressure not being able to fulfill the requirement. The engine is shut down at about 70 seconds after firing. Starting at approximately 14 seconds, the value of Pxy, Pohy, PGy, and Gy begins to decrease slowly. Thus, data from the 14th second to the 26th second are extracted to diagnose the fault type. The extracted data are normalized and processed by the PCA, and then inputted to the trained SOM with large samples. Figure 21 is the output map with labels of this testing data. The fault type diagnosed by PCA-SOM is F4, that is, filter partially blocked fault above oxygen tank, which is the correct fault diagnosis result. 
Conclusions
Fault diagnosis of LPRE ground-testing bed based on PCA and SOM is proposed. Comparison results of PCA-SOM and SOM using the fault data generated by the mechanism model indicate that both fault diagnosis reliability and fault diagnosis efficiency of PCA-SOM are better than those of SOM. Through PCA, data dimensions of input data are reduced, so the training time of PCA-SOM is less than that of SOM. In addition, through PCA, noise in the input data is eliminated, so the identification ratio of PCA-SOM is higher than that of SOM.
Comparison results of PCA-SOM under large samples and small samples using the fault data generated by the statistical model of fault mode indicate that PCA-SOM is suitable for the fault mode that can acquire training samples. Testing results of real fault data of XX1 LPRE ground-testing bed further verify that PCA-SOM is an efficient method in the diagnosis of the deterministic faults of an LPRE ground-testing bed.
